When To Use A Paper Collar

When an unfamiliar, friendly cat stops by your house or shows up in your colony, you can use this a temporary collar to find out if it has an owner or another caretaker. This helps to ensure you don’t take a lost or wandering outdoor cat to a shelter or clinic who already has a loving home.

How To Use A Paper Collar

1. Print out this page and cut out a collar. (You might need two cut out two for a bigger cat.)
2. Fill in your information and choose whether you’d prefer to be called or texted.
3. Tape the collar loosely around the cat’s neck (or two collars end to end for a larger cat, overlapping as needed) with the writing facing out. You should be able to comfortably fit two fingers underneath it to ensure it’s not too tight.
4. Release the cat and give a reasonable amount of time for the owner to contact you. If the cat returns and you haven’t received any response, consider attaching a new collar.